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ABSTRACT

Image texture is one of the key features used for the interpreta-
tion of radar facies in ground-penetrating radar �GPR� data. Es-
tablishing quantitative measures of texture is therefore a critical
step in the effective development of advanced techniques for the
interpretation of GPR images. This study presents the first effort
to evaluate whether different measures of a GPR image capture
the features of the data that, when coupled with a neural network
classifier, are able to reproduce a human interpretation. The mea-
sures compared in this study are instantaneous amplitude and fre-
quency, as well as the variance, covariance, Fourier-Mellin trans-
form, R-transform, and principle components �PCs� determined
for a window of radar data. A 50-MHz GPR section collected

over the William River delta in Saskatchewan, Canada, is used
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or the analysis. We found that measures describing the local spa-
ial structure of the GPR image �i.e., covariance, Fourier-Mellin,
-transform, and PCs� were able to reproduce human interpreta-

ions with greater than 93% accuracy. In contrast, classifications
ased on image variance and the instantaneous attributes agreed
ith the human interpretation less than 68% of the time. Among

he textural measures that preserve spatial structure, we found
hat the best ones are insensitive to within facies variability while
mphasizing differences between facies. For the specific case of
he William River delta, the Fourier-Mellin transform, which re-
ains information about the spatial correlation of reflections
hile remaining insensitive to their orientation, outperformed

he other measures. Our work in describing radar texture pro-
ides an important first step in defining quantitative criteria that
an be used to aid in the classification of radar data.
INTRODUCTION

Ground-penetrating radar �GPR� has the potential to noninvasive-
y investigate geologic heterogeneity at high resolution over large
olumes of the subsurface. The interpretation of GPR reflection
ata, however, is currently highly subjective and based primarily on
n interpreter’s ability to recognize patterns in a radar image. In par-
icular, differences in reflection amplitude, continuity, configura-
ion, and external form �i.e., the overall shape and extent of a reflec-
ion� are key properties that are used to divide an image into distinct
nits referred to as radar facies �van Overmeeren, 1998�. For exam-
le, in the radar transect shown in Figure 1, Jol and Smith �1991�
dentified three dominant radar facies based on the distinctive pat-
erns of reflections observed in the data. Many authors have used re-
ection patterns in a similar manner to obtain qualitative interpreta-

ions of radar facies in GPR data �e.g., Beres and Haeni, 1991; van
eteren et al., 1994; Asprion and Aigner, 1999; Beres et al., 1999�.
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everal studies have demonstrated techniques to quantitatively inte-
rate radar facies into geologic facies models using statistical meth-
ds �e.g., Rauber et al., 1998; Regli et al., 2002�, though the initial in-
erpretation of the GPR data remained qualitative. While these quali-
ative studies have been critical for demonstrating the efficacy of the
adar facies approach to interpretation, a major advance in the analy-
is of GPR data will be achieved when quantitative methods of inter-
retation are developed.

Only recently have researchers begun to investigate methods that
uantify the interpretation of GPR reflection data. Corbeanu et al.
2002� used a calibration built between GPR instantaneous at-
ributes �envelope and frequency� and well log data to locate mud-
tone bodies and estimate the distribution of permeability in a 3D
olume of the Ferron Sandstone in Utah. An underlying assumption
f their approach was that conditions below the scale of the radar
avelet, e.g., thin-bed tuning effects, were responsible for produc-

ng the local variations in the GPR signal that were important for the
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K112 Moysey et al.
nterpretation of lithofacies. In contrast, taking an approach analo-
ous to that used in qualitative radar facies analysis, Moysey et al.
2003� used a neural network to discriminate between radar facies
ased on local patterns of reflections in the data. In this study, the
robability of the occurrence of a radar facies at any given location
n the subsurface was estimated based on amplitude patterns ob-
erved within a 2D moving window passed over a GPR image.

In general, the methods used in the studies of Corbeanu et al.
2002� and Moysey et al. �2003� represent some of the basic strate-
ies �i.e., regression, clustering, and pattern recognition� that can be
mplemented to quantify the interpretation of radar facies. The rela-
ive success of these methods, however, will depend ultimately on
he degree to which the information extracted from a GPR data set
an characterize individual radar facies and discriminate between
ifferent radar facies. It is well known in the field of pattern recogni-
ion that the selection of a small number of descriptive features from
n image yields far superior classification results compared to classi-
cations based on the full image �Bishop, 1995�. As a result, studies

hat compare the effectiveness of different quantitative measures of
GPR image for interpreting radar facies are urgently needed,

hough the authors are not aware of any existing studies of this na-
ure. Drawing upon the experience and historical success of the pat-
ern-based approach to interpretation used in qualitative radar facies
tudies, we suggest that image texture is one of the primary indica-
ors of radar facies in GPR data.

Texture is one of the key properties used by humans to perceive
nd discriminate between objects �Tuceryan and Jain, 1999�.As a re-
ult, texture is used often in image analysis applications. In a geo-
hysical context, texture has recently become popular as a tool to as-
ist in the classification of remote sensing data �e.g., Atkinson and
ewis, 2000; Curran, 2001�. Gao �2004� built on concepts from the
eld of image analysis to describe a procedure that compares texture
ithin a seismic data cube to a reference set of texels, thereby pro-
ucing textural attribute volumes that can aid in seismic facies inter-
retation. Rea and Knight �1998� and Tercier et al. �2000� used vari-
grams to quantitatively characterize the spatial correlation of am-
litude �i.e., reflections� in GPR images. In an analogous fashion, we
uggest that image analysis tools could be used as a means to locally
uantify textures in radar data.

This paper presents the first known quantitative evaluation of dif-
erent measures of texture for discriminating between radar facies in
PR reflection data. We have selected the GPR section shown in
igure 1 for our analysis because the radar facies in this image are
asily identified visually, thereby allowing human interpretation to

igure 1. A 50-MHz radar section from William River delta �Jol and
mith, 1991�. The interpretation of the section by an expert is illus-

rated by dashed lines; the facies are uppershore face �top�, lower
horeface �middle�, and transitional sand and muds �bottom�. The
ertical lines �white and black� show the location of pseudowells
sed for training the neural network. The wave velocity reported for
he section was 0.07 m/ns and two-way traveltime is shown.
ct as a reference. Note that the quantitative analysis presented in
his study would not be possible if data quality or complexity led to a
arge degree of uncertainty in the radar facies interpretation of the
PR image. Though we use the artificial neural network classifica-

ion method described by Moysey et al. �2003�, we emphasize that
he focus of this work is on comparing the different measures of a
PR image, rather than the specific classification technique. Our

nalysis provides a first step toward defining quantitative criteria
hat can be used to optimize the automated classification of radar
ata.

MEASURES OF TEXTURE IN RADAR IMAGES

We define radar texture as a characteristic spatial organization of
mplitudes resulting from the GPR imaging process. Broadly de-
ned, however, texture in a gray-scale image describes the spatial
ariation of the pixel intensities, i.e., grayscale values, within a re-
ion of an image �Tuceryan and Jain, 1999�. By treating a radar im-
ge like a gray-scale image, where the gray-scale value at each pixel
orresponds to the reflection amplitude at a given observation time
nd position in the radar data, we can build on the descriptions of tex-
ure that have been developed in the field of image analysis to quanti-
y radar texture.

Texture is inherently a property of areas. Therefore, we define a
indow of radar data centered on the location xo,yo within the radar

mage A�x,y� as

a�xo,yo� = A�x,y� ∀ − nx � x � nx,− ny � y � ny ,

�1�

here nx and ny are half the size of the radar window in each direction
overing the rectangular region �. The information within the win-
ow can be summarized using different transforms of the data that
mphasize particular characteristics important for discriminating
etween radar facies, thereby reducing the potential for misclassifi-
ation of noisy signals. Many of the transforms we consider are tra-
itional measures of texture used in image analysis problems �i.e.,
ariance, covariance, Fourier-Mellin transform, principle compo-
ent analysis�; others are commonly used in geophysical applica-
ions �i.e., instantaneous envelope and frequency�; and one we have
eveloped specifically in this work for the analysis of radar reflec-
ion data, which we have termed the R-transform.

ransform 1: Variance

Univariate statistics, e.g., the sample variance �S2� calculated
ithin the window described by equation 1, are common measures
sed to describe the textural properties of an image �Tuceryan and
ain, 1999�:

S�xo,yo�2 =
1

N − 1 �
i=−nx

nx

�
j=−ny

ny

�a�i, j� − ma�2, �2�

here ma and N are the mean and total number of pixels in the win-
ow, respectively.Although the variance describes the magnitude of
mplitude variations, it does not retain information about the spatial
rrangement of values in the window. To demonstrate the loss of dis-
riminatory information, consider the four windows of radar data
hown in Figure 2a; each was originally sampled from different re-
ions in the radar image given in Figure 1. The first three windows
A–C� have strong coherent reflections, the key difference between
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Texture-based classification of GPR K113
hem being the dip of the reflections. The variance of amplitude
ithin each of these windows is nearly identical, however, making it

mpossible to discriminate between them. The fourth window �D�
oes not contain coherent reflections and also has a variance of about
alf the value of the other three. Therefore, a classification algorithm
ould be able to discriminate this incoherent sample from the other

hree, but not based on the obvious geometrical criteria we perceive
mmediately by looking at the images.

ransform 2: Covariance

A common measure of spatial correlation used in multivariate
nalysis is the spatial covariance, C�h�. This quantity provides a
easure of the similarity between two points located a distance �h�
�hx

2 + hy
2 from each other, where h = �hx,hy� is a lag vector that de-

cribes the relative location of two points in the window:

C�h� =
1

N�hx,hy� − 1�
i

�
j

�a�i, j� − ma��a�i + hx, j + hy�

− ma� ∀ i, j,i + hx, j + hy � � . �3�

ere, N�hx,hy� is the total number of pairs of points in the window
hat are separated by the vector h. In the covariance maps shown in
igure 2b, samplesA–D are clearly distinguishable from each other;

he direction of maximum correlation is aligned with the direction of
ip for windows A–C, and there is no preferential direction of corre-
ation for window D, which is composed of incoherent reflections.

The fact that the spatial covariances are based on relative distanc-
s in the window, therefore making them independent of the win-
ow’s absolute location, is an advantage when classifying radar data
ecause two windows of radar data that have the same pattern of re-
ections, but are offset by a phase shift, e.g., the windows a1

a�xo,yo� and a2 = a�xo,yo + �y�, could mathematically appear
ery dissimilar. For example, if a radar image consisted of identical,
niformly spaced flat-lying reflections and if the windows a1 and a2

ere sampled from the radar image such that �y was one-quarter of
he reflection wavelength, then the reflections in the windows would

igure 2. Comparison of statistical measures of texture for four win-
ows of radar data. �a� Windows of radar data sampled from Figure
. �b� Covariance of radar windows A–D. �c� Fourier-Mellin-based
ransform of radar windowsA–D.
e out of phase and the mean square difference between the windows
ould be large, i.e., �� �a1�i, j� − a2�i, j��2 �S2. In practice, when

adar facies classifications are performed using amplitude windows,
.e., a�x,y�, the decorrelation caused by phase shifts implies that re-
ions with identical textures could be identified as different radar fa-
ies. The problem can be avoided, however, when the classification
s performed using the covariance of the radar window. Similar con-
lusions can be made when correlation is used as the measure of sim-
larity between the two windows.

ransform 3: Fourier-Mellin

Although covariance is invariant to translation, it is not invariant
o rotation or scaling. If two functions are related by a scaling of the
rinciple Cartesian axes by factors sx, sy and through a rotation of an-
le �o, we can write the relationship between them in polar coordi-
ates as

f2��,�� = f1�k�,� − �o� , �4�

here k = �sx
2 sin2�� − �o� + sy

2 cos2�� − �o� is a coefficient that ac-
ounts for the scaling factors. Taking the logarithm of the radial axis,
e can write both the scaling and rotation as translations in the new

oordinate space:

f2�ln �,�� = f1�ln � + ln k,� − �o� . �5�

he covariance of these functions provides a measure that is invari-
nt to translation in the new log-polar space, which is equivalent to
nvariance with regard to rotation and scaling in Cartesian coordi-
ates. This is related to what is sometimes referred to as the Fourier-
ellin transform in the literature �e.g., Reddy and Chatterji, 1996;
ood, 1996�. If we apply the transform to the covariance of a radar
indow, we obtain a measure of texture that is invariant to scaling,

otation, and translation. Referring to Figure 2c, we illustrate that the
ourier-Mellin transform of the covariance for radar windows with
oherent reflections �A–C� is similar, regardless of reflection orien-
ation. In contrast, the window with chaotic reflection amplitudes
D� has a significantly different transform. We will denote the Fouri-
r-Mellin transform of the covariance of a radar window as FM�x,y�.

ransform 4: R-transform

The next measure of texture has been developed specifically to
ake advantage of the polarity changes associated with radar wave-
ets. Because radar data contain both positive and negative polari-
ies, summing along an axis parallel to reflections allows the ampli-
udes to add constructively �Figure 3�, whereas summing over a tra-
ectory perpendicular to the reflections causes the amplitudes of op-
osite polarity to cancel. Performing the summation for many
ifferent angles, we obtain a measure that is sensitive to both the ori-
ntation and continuity of reflections in the radar window. Because
he summation could be performed over any arbitrary curvilinear
rajectory, this measure of texture presents a distinct and powerful
onceptual advantage over other measures of reflection continuity,
.g., covariance. In practice, we use the Radon transform g��,�� to
erform the summation. For an arbitrary function f�x,y�, the Radon
ransform for angle � is given by
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g��,�� = �
−�

�

�
−�

�

f�x,y�	�� − x cos � − y sin ��dxdy , �6�

here 	�−� is the Dirac delta function and � is the coordinate along
he axis perpendicular to the direction of integration �see Bracewell,
000, for details�. To obtain our transform Ra, we next sum along �,
fter squaring the values of the Radon transform to get an overall
agnitude of reflection continuity in the direction �:

Ra��� = �
−�

�

�g��,���2d� . �7�

e refer to the quantity given by equation 7 as the R-transform of the
adar window a�x,y�. Figure 4a presents Ra calculated for each of the
our windows of radar data shown in Figure 2a. The R-transform for
he 3 samples with coherent reflections �A–C� clearly have peaks at
istinct dip angles. In contrast, there is no angle that produces a dom-
nant maximum for the chaotic sample �D�. Note that it is possible to
erive a form of the R-transform that is sensitive to reflection angle,
ut not direction, by adding the R-transform to a mirror image of it-
elf:

Ra
*��� = Ra��� + Ra�− �� . �8�

he modified version of the R-transform is shown in Figure 4b for
ach of the four windows of radar data given in Figure 2a. In this
ase, the modified transform is similar for the two windows with
teeply dipping reflections �A and C�, but dissimilar for the remain-
ng two windows �B and D�.

ransform 5: Principle components analysis (PCA)

The final transform we consider is the projection of the radar win-
ows onto a set of basis images, where each individual basis image,

igure 3. Schematic illustrating the R-transform, R���. The 1D func-
ion g��,�� is the radon transform of the radar window. The measure
��� used in this paper is the summation of g��,��2 along the � axis.

�x,y� represents a different type of reflection pattern in the image.
he projection of window a�xo,yo� onto the 
 basis image in the set is
iven by

PC
�xo,yo� = �
i=−nx

nx

�
j=−ny

ny

a�i, j� · V
�i, j� . �9�

e determine the basis images specifically for the radar data under
nvestigation by performing PCAon a set of radar windows sampled
rom random locations in the radar image, such as those shown in
igure 5. Therefore, in our approach, the set of basis images V
, 

1,2, . . . ,N
, are, for a given window size, the N
 most significant

rinciple component vectors of the radar image. A good description
f PCAin a geologic context is given by Davis �2002�.

CLASSIFICATION EXAMPLE:
WILLIAM RIVER DELTA

We explore radar texture as a discriminator of radar facies for the
ata set collected from the William River delta, Saskatchewan, Can-
da, shown in Figure 1. We chose to work with this data because it
as several radar facies units with distinctive radar textures that are
asily visually distinguishable. The first part of this section describes
he geologic setting of the area and the interpretation of the radar
ata. We then use pseudowells to perform cross-validation tests that
uantitatively evaluate the effectiveness of radar texture for radar fa-
ies discrimination. Finally, we compare qualitatively the initial in-
erpretation of the radar data to the radar facies maps obtained by
eural network classifications using different textural attributes. The
omparison allows us to examine the reasons for the success or fail-
re of the automated classification.

eologic background and radar interpretation

Jol and Smith �1991� describe the William River delta as a 12–
8-m-thick, sand-dominated lobate sheet on the southern shore of
ake Athabasca. The sand-rich delta is prograding into the lake over

igure 4. Examples of the R and R* transform obtained for the four
ample radar windows shown in Figure 2. Note that R* is only sensi-
ive to the angle of reflector dip, not the dip direction. Angle is in de-
rees.
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Texture-based classification of GPR K115
acustrine muds. Three large-scale sedimentary facies make up the
nternal structure of the delta. Immediately above the mud is a sever-
l-meters-thick, transitional facies composed of sands and muds.
bove the transitional zone lies a 10–14-m-thick unit of sands with

nclined bedding representative of a lower- to middle-shoreface en-
ironment. The upper 4–6-m portion of the delta consists of cross-
tratified sand, likely related to subaqueous dunes.

The 50-MHz radar image of the William River delta given in Fig-
re 1 shows the facies interpretation by Jol and Smith �1991�. Three
istinct radar facies were identified in the data: The lower radar fa-
ies has horizontally continuous reflections, the middle radar facies
s characterized by low-angle inclined reflections, whereas the re-
ections in the upper facies are discontinuous and wavy. Jol and
mith �1991� used their geologic understanding of lacustrine deltas

o establish an associative relationship between these radar facies
nd the sedimentologic facies described above. A mud diapir identi-
ed in the radar image at 500 m and 500 ns was not treated as a sepa-
ate facies unit in this study because independent data were not avail-
ble to train the neural network to recognize patterns associated with
his type of feature, making it impossible to objectively test our ap-
roach.

lassification approach

The method we use for the classification of radar facies is based on
he work of Caers and Ma �2002�. These authors use feed-forward
rtificial neural networks to model the probability of facies condi-
ional to observed patterns in seismic data. Moysey et al. �2003� ex-
ended the technique for the textural analysis of radar data. Readers
re referred to these works for details of the method or to Bishop
1995� for an overview of pattern recognition using neural networks.

In this study, a given measure of texture extracted from a window
f radar data is fed to the neural network as an input. The outputs of
he network are the probability of occurrence for each of the three ra-
ar facies described above. The radar facies with the highest proba-
ility is selected as the classification result. Prior to using the neural

igure 5. Ten principal components �basis images� determined
or the William River delta GPR data using PCA with a 31.5-m

33.6-ns window �ordered by decreasing significance�.
etwork for classification, it must be trained first to recognize the re-
ationship between texture and radar facies using a small training
ata set �e.g., using the information at the pseudowell locations in
igure 1�. In this study, we found that the classification accuracy was
elatively insensitive to the size of the hidden layer of the neural net-
ork used, once a minimum size threshold was achieved; therefore,

or all of the examples presented here, we use 25 nodes.

ross-validation tests

The ability of the neural network to discriminate between radar fa-
ies, given a particular measure of texture, was assessed using a
ross-validation test. To perform the test, we classified radar facies at
ne of the pseudowell locations shown in Figure 1 using a neural net-
ork that was trained first to recognize the relationship between the

adar data and manual interpretation at the other three locations. As-
uming that the expert interpretation is true, the classification accu-
acy is defined as the fraction of locations along the pseudowell
here the neural network correctly classified the facies type. The

lassification accuracy that we report is obtained by averaging the
ccuracies acquired after repeating the neural network training and
lassification for each of the four pseudowell locations shown in Fig-
re 1.

Prior to classification, the radar data were processed by applying
ignal saturation correction, horizontal trace stacking �3 traces�,
own-trace averaging with a 4.8-ns window, AGC �automatic gain
ontrol� using a window of 3 pulse widths, and topographic correc-
ions to produce the radar image shown in Figure 1. These data are
ained and therefore no longer represent true reflection amplitudes.
owever, for large windows, AGC allows relative amplitudes to be
reserved locally while balancing amplitudes globally. Therefore re-
ection patterns, which are the focus of this study, are preserved and
nhanced.

Figure 6 shows the classification accuracies obtained for each of
he measures of radar texture defined by equations 1–9. For the test,
e used a 33.6 ns�31.5 m �21�21 pixel� window of the radar
ata to calculate the textural attributes. For comparison, we also
how the classification accuracy obtained using instantaneous am-
litude and frequency, which are defined at points in the image
1.6 ns�1.5 m�, rather than by windows �see Taner et al., 1979�.

igure 6. Accuracy of cross-validation tests using different informa-
ion from the radar image. A — amplitude window, E — instanta-
eous envelope, F — instantaneous frequency, S — window vari-
nce, C — covariance, FM — Fourier-Mellin-based transform, R —
-transform, PC — image basis functions.
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K116 Moysey et al.
Radar facies classification based on windows of the radar data,
ithout any transform, results in an average classification accuracy
f 79%, though there is considerable variation in the classification
ccuracy for each facies �Figure 6�. The instantaneous attributes �en-
elope and frequency� perform poorly ��65% accuracy�. The vari-
nce of the radar window was also a relatively poor discriminator of
he facies, with a classification accuracy of only 68%. In contrast, the
ransforms that preserve information about the spatial organization
f amplitude variations in the window �i.e., orientation, configura-
ion, continuity, etc.� performed very well — all having a total classi-
cation accuracy of over 93%. The transform methods outperform

he classification based on the actual radar data window because they
mphasize the information used in manually interpreting the data,
.e., texture.

To further investigate how radar texture is represented in the radar
mage, we repeated the cross-validation test for windows of several
ifferent sizes �Figure 7�. For these tests, we only compare the re-
ults of the radar windows and the covariance of these windows; co-
ariance performed best for the 33.6-ns�31.5-m window with a
lassification accuracy of 99%. The results indicate that a minimum
indow size of about 25.6 ns�24 m is required before the textural
roperties that define the radar facies are captured. Before this
hreshold is reached, the classifications based on the window of ra-
ar data are superior to those obtained using the covariance trans-
orm. Amplitude windows likely produce better classification re-
ults initially because it is impossible to obtain statistically meaning-
ul measures of covariance with small data windows. A conceptual
imit on the maximum window size occurs when the windows con-
istently cross facies boundaries, thereby eliminating the generality
f the textural pattern. In practice, the training data in our tests in-
luded the boundaries between facies; therefore, a decrease in classi-
cation accuracy at large window sizes is not observed in Figure 7.
Automated interpretation schemes in the petroleum industry

ometimes use trace shape as a criteria for the classification of seis-
ic data �Coléou et al., 2003�. Therefore, we also show the radar fa-

ies classification results obtained using various 1D windows in Fig-
re 7. In this example, using the textural information available in a
D window yields more accurate radar facies estimates than can be
ttained using a 1D window.Additionally, to obtain an equivalent es-
imation accuracy, the maximum dimension of the window in 2D is

igure 7. Radar facies classification accuracy as a function of win-
ow size. The dimension of a pixel is 1.6 ns�1.5 m.
uch smaller than in 1D, indicating that radar facies estimates can
e made at higher resolutions using the 2D window.

acies maps

Although the classification accuracy was similar for each of the
easures of texture used in the cross-validation tests, it does not
ean that the measures are equivalent. Figure 8 shows the facies
aps obtained when the entire radar image is classified after training

n the four white pseudowells shown in Figure 1. There are key dif-

igure 8. Classification of radar section in Figure 1 using different
easures of texture. S — variance, C — covariance, FM — Fourier-
ellin-based transform, R — R-transform, R* — directionally in-

ariant version of the R-transform, PC — image basis functions. The
hree radar facies described in the text �upper, middle, and lower� are
ndicated by color �white, gray and black, respectively�.
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erences between each of the images. For example, the ability to
dentify the radar facies located in the top 100 ns of the radar data as
continuous facies unit is significantly different for each measure of

adar texture. The wedge on the right-hand side of the radar image, at
pproximately 300 ns, is also classified differently using the differ-
nt transforms.

The region of upward-dipping reflections on the bottom left side
f the image also provides an interesting example. The measures of
exture that are independent of dip direction, i.e., FM and R*, pro-
uce superior classifications of the radar facies in this area. The dif-
erence in performance occurs because the data set used to train the
eural network, i.e., the locations indicated by the white pseudo-
ells in Figure 1, include only flat-lying reflections or reflections

hat dip down; the neural network was not trained to associate up-
ard-dipping reflections with the bottom radar facies. Therefore, the
eural network fails to produce the correct classification in this re-
ion of the radar image when a measure of texture that is sensitive to
eflection orientation is used, i.e., C, R, and PC. Expanding the train-
ng data by adding a pseudowell that includes upward-dipping re-
ections in the bottom facies vastly improves the classification re-
ult in this area �Figure 9�.

The preceding example demonstrates two important points. First,
hoosing a measure of texture that captures the information needed
o discriminate between radar facies, but that remains insensitive to
eflection variations within a given facies, can produce better classi-
cation results and minimize the size of the training set required.
econd, the proper selection of training data, such that it is represen-

ative of the entire radar data set to be classified, is a critical problem
hat must be addressed if acceptable radar facies classification re-
ults are to be obtained.

DISCUSSION

In the William River delta example presented above, it is clear that
apturing the spatial arrangement of reflections in a GPR image is
he key to defining radar facies. The generality of this result is con-
rmed by the large number of qualitative studies that have cataloged
adar facies based solely on the geometric description of reflections
n the data, e.g., oblique sigmoidal, subparallel oblique, reflection
oor, chaotic, simple layered-parallel, simple layered-wavy, parallel
nd discontinuous, diffractions, etc. �Beres and Haeni, 1991; van
eteren et al., 1994; Beres et al., 1999; Regli et al., 2002�. In a recent

eview, Neal �2004� presented radar facies as one of the three basic
uilding blocks of radar stratigraphy �the other two were radar sur-
aces and radar packages�. Neal �2004� then built a general catalog of
adar facies definitions — similar to those in the studies mentioned
bove — based on reflection shape, dip, continuity, and the relation-
hip between reflections, i.e., the geometric properties of an image

igure 9. Classification of radar section using covariance after train-
ng neural network using both the white and black pseudowells
hown in Figure 1.
hat are captured by the spatial measures of texture presented in this
aper �e.g., covariance, Fourier-Mellin, and R-transform�.

Although generalizations regarding the definitions of radar facies
ave been made, it is unlikely that it will be possible to define a uni-
ersally applicable measure of a radar image. For example, in this
tudy, we found that the characteristics defining the bottom radar fa-
ies at the William River delta varied throughout the image. There-
ore, it was necessary to select a measure of texture tolerant to varia-
ions within each facies, but still able to discriminate between the
ifferent facies. Each measure of texture presented in this study em-
hasizes a different aspect of a radar image. For example, covariance
easures the linear continuity of reflections but cannot capture pat-

erns that are more complex. In contrast, the projection of radar win-
ows onto basis images �i.e., as in the PCAapproach� can potentially
llow very complex spatial patterns to be represented, but these may
ot generalize well if a large degree of variability is present in the
PR data. Therefore, the measure selected should be tailored to the

pecific characteristics of the data and needs of the study. The devel-
pment of adaptive classification methods would help to meet this
bjective. Likewise, the scale of investigation should be adaptive so
hat patterns at multiple scales can be analyzed.

Though our study is focused explicitly on radar facies analysis,
he ultimate goal of most investigations is to relate GPR data to geol-
gy. Many geologic features in the subsurface can produce radar re-
ections, including boundaries between major lithologic units and
mall-scale geologic variations related to subfacies structures, e.g.,
ipping foreset beds in a delta. In this paper, we define lithology to
nclude unconsolidated sediments. Geologic structures produce re-
ections when the contrasts in lithologic properties associated with

hem are associated also with changes in electromagnetic properties.
or example, the preferential deposition of magnetic minerals �e.g.,
agnetite� along bedding planes can produce variations in magnetic

ermeability that could cause radar reflections �e.g., Smith et al.,
999; Moore et al., 2004�. However, studies by van Dam and Schlag-
r �2000� and van Dam et al. �2002�, suggest that, in most cases, the
rimary cause of radar reflections is a change in dielectric constant
elated to spatial variations in water content. One of the key proper-
ies that controls the ability of a material to retain water is grain-size
istribution. Because grain size is also one of the key properties used
o define lithology, it is generally agreed that the reflections observed
n a GPR image are primarily related to the lithologic organization of
he subsurface �e.g., Neal, 2004�.

The link between sedimentary structure and reflections implies
hat different radar facies represent spatially varying geologic set-
ings in the subsurface. However, Jol and Bristow �2003� caution
hat many different geologic scenarios can produce similar reflection
atterns in a GPR image. Similarly, the dependence of GPR resolu-
ion on frequency means that a single depositional environment
ould produce many different textures �e.g., Huggenberger et al.,
994; Jol, 1995; Jol et al., 2002�. Therefore, without additional infor-
ation or data to provide a geologic context for the field site, the in-

erpretation of geologic facies directly from a GPR image or radar
acies interpretation should be avoided.

In general, if radar texture is to be used to characterize radar facies
ith the ultimate goal of relating radar facies to lithofacies, three cri-

eria must be met. First, geologic regularity that could potentially
roduce a characteristic reflection pattern in the radar data, e.g., a set
f dipping beds, must exist within a lithofacies unit and be distinc-
ive from that in adjacent lithofacies units. Second, the scale of the
adar wavelet must be small enough to resolve the internal structure
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f a lithofacies to create a distinctive radar texture in a radar image.
inally, complications in the radar data caused by phenomena like
ultiples, diffractions, and velocity variations cannot be so severe

hat they obscure the primary reflections originating from lithologic
ontrasts — subsequent to appropriate processing of the data.An ex-
eption to the first two generalities may occur when wave interfer-
nce between reflections from the top and bottom of a thin bed cre-
tes a distinctive, identifiable reflection that is characteristic of that
ed �e.g., Cobeanu et al., 2002�. We point out that radar units that are
efined solely by the arrangement of bounding surfaces cannot be
dentified using radar texture.

CONCLUSIONS

We have compared six measures of radar texture that can be used
o characterize GPR data. When coupled with a classification
cheme, such as a neural network, these measures can be used to dis-
riminate between different radar facies, resulting in quantitative ra-
ar facies interpretations. Our results suggest that textural measures
apturing the spatial arrangement of amplitudes in a GPR image pro-
uce radar facies interpretations that are in excellent agreement with
hose made by human interpreters. In addition, the best correspon-
ence is obtained when the measure of texture used in the classifica-
ion emphasizes differences between facies, while remaining insen-
itive to textural variations within facies. Specifically for the case of
he William River delta example, the best radar facies classifications
ere obtained when the measure of texture captured the continuity
f reflections in the radar image while remaining insensitive to their
rientation �i.e., the Fourier-Mellin and R*-transforms�.

Although our analyses indicate that radar texture can be a power-
ul criterion for discriminating between radar facies, we note that ad-
itional information may be required to assist in radar facies analy-
is. In particular, finding techniques to identify bounding surfaces in
adar data is of the utmost importance to the advancement of auto-
ated radar interpretation techniques. Regardless, radar texture will

e a useful criterion for the identification of radar facies in many en-
ironments. As a result, this work makes an important step in the ad-
ancement of automated radar interpretation.
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